
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

MASTER 
THE TASK 
 
 
 
 
DURATION 
120 - 150 minutes 
(according to guest numbers) 

 
REQUIREMENTS 
If outdoor - flat, open field 
or small pockets of land 
 
If indoor – a room that holds 
your number of guests in a 
cabaret layout but EMPTY 
 
GUEST NOS. 
10 - 288 
 
 

Inspired by the award-winning TV program, Master The Task is an 
event that will intrigue, challenge, amuse and surprise you. 
Interpretation is the key, so no one event will be the same! 
 
Our “Task Masters” will choose a series of crazy tasks for Teams to compete against each 
other. The element of surprise is part of the challenge, participants won’t have seen the 
tasks prior to the event so they’ll have to have their wits about them! 
 
It’s down to each Team to interpret how to complete the tasks….which could look 
completely different depending on how they read it. This makes the event unique, as you 
never know what the outcome may look like! 
 
Rotating around each activity in turn, teams must use their skills wisely and pull to their 
strengths as they rack up the points in their bid for success. Using a combination of 
physical, creative and mental challenges, Master the Task has something for everyone!  
 

"This is to thank you for an exciting and brilliant team building event today. 
It was fabulous!!" Shell 
 



 

DETAILS 
 
There will be a mix of team-based tasks and tasks that allow individuals to shine, however, 
participants won’t know what these are before they start the event, adding to the challenge! 
Here are examples of the tasks they may be presented with: 
 
Bubble Blow      
As a team, guide a bubble through the target 
 
Brush Chucker Challenge 
Remount the brush 
 
No Hand Basketball     
Score as many baskets as you can without using your hands 

 

Here are some teaser titles to get your mind ticking! 
 
Toothbrush Slider     Twister Hopscotch 

Plunger Target     Paper Aeroplanes 

Balloon Bubble Ball Swaps    Load The Canon 

Ball Rebounders     Toothbrush Zipwire 

Drainpipe Relay     Cornhole 

No Hand Basketball     String Stacks 

 
Unlike traditional activities, there is no set outcome for the tasks, it is all down to how Teams 
interpret what the task describes…..so they can get creative!  
 
Points mean prizes!! Our Masters of the Task will be judging each task and adding up points 
earned as a Team. The winners will receive a prize that money can’t buy! 
 
 
NB: Whilst on some exercises a little physical effort may be required, they will not be 
physically demanding and are designed to be inclusive with a broad appeal. 

MASTER THE TASK 


